Introduction 3 2
The emergence of novel infectious diseases continues to represent a threat to global public 3 3 health. Emerging pathogens have been defined as those newly recognised infections of 6 Results 9 8
Virulence of Human RNA Viruses 9 9
Following [5], as of 2015 there were 214 RNA virus species containing viruses capable of 1 0 0 infecting humans, spanning 55 genera and 21 families (with one species unassigned to a 1 0 1 family). Using a two-category system, 58 of these were rated as causing 'severe' clinical 1 0 2 disease and 154 as 'nonsevere' following systematic literature review (Fig 2, see also S1 1 0 3 Table, S2 Table) . Two virus species could not be assigned a disease severity rating and were the highest fractions of severe-rated virus species (Fig 2) . Fatalities were reported in healthy To find predictive risk factors for virulence, we firstly divided the 212 virus species into a 1 1 6 training set (n = 181) and test set (n = 31) based on taxonomy and severity in order to 1 1 7 minimise potential biases from trait imbalances. Using the training set, we then constructed a 1 1 8 single classification tree that aimed to optimally classify viruses in virulence based on their Aggregated over these bootstrapped trees, the most informative predictor variables for 1 3 4 classifying virulence were taxonomic family and primary tissue tropism (Fig 4) . However, 1 3 5 transmission route, human-to-human transmissibility level, and having a known neural or 1 3 6 renal tropism were also relatively informative, broadly mirroring the risk factors observed in 1 3 7 the single tree. Host range predictors were generally uninformative. To quantify the effects of the most informative risk factors, partial dependences were 1 4 0 extracted from the random forest, describing the marginal predicted probabilities of severe Table) . Averaging across other predictors, accuracy (exact binomial one-tailed test, p = 0.025). The random forest also achieved 1 5 7 superior performance when considering sensitivity, specificity, True Skill Statistic, and the 1 5 8 negative predictive value as a performance measure prioritising correct classification of 1 5 9 'severe'-rated viruses ( Table 1) . The random forest also outperformed the classification tree in All misclassifications from the random forest occurred within the genus Flavivirus (S2 Table) . Within the test set, there were two flaviruses rated as severe from literature protocols that did not improve predictive performance (S6 Table) . Using alternative virulence 1 7 2 measurements, the most informative variables and virus traits predicting severity showed We present the first comparative analysis of virulence across all known human RNA virus 1 7 8 species to our knowledge. We find that disease severity is non-randomly distributed across virus families and that beyond taxonomy, severe disease is predicted by risk factors of tissue transmissibility. In both the classification tree and random forest, viruses were more likely to tissues that do not contribute to transmission [28] . Furthermore, the evolutionary determinants of tissue tropism themselves are not well understood [29] . Tissue tropism should be a key 1 9 7 consideration for future comparative and evolutionary modelling efforts. We also found viruses primarily transmitted by direct contact and respiratory routes to have a 2 0 0 higher predicted probability of severe virulence than viruses transmitted by more indirect fitness costs due to host mortality before encountering a vector, fomite, etc.. The relationship between virulence and transmissibility appears more complex. Firstly, the human-to-human transmissibility (level 4) ( Fig 5) . This would lend support towards infectious period, virulence brings fewer costs to pathogens from host mortality, essentially 2 1 9 'decoupling' from transmission [24] . We note only three non-chronic level 4 viruses rated 'dead-end' infections) have been predicted to result in higher virulence as without any 2 2 5 evolutionary selection, viral phenotypes within that host will be non-adapted, i.e. a 2 2 6 'coincidental' by-product [24, 25] . However, we did not observe viruses incapable of human-to-2 2 7 human transmissibility to be more virulent, the highest risk instead being observed for viruses 2 2 8 with self-limited transmissibility. This may suggest that if virulence is entirely unselected in 2 2 9 dead-end infections, ultimate levels of virulence could also feasibly turn out to be 2 3 0 'coincidentally' low. Taxonomic family being a highly informative predictor in the random forest implies that there 2 3 3 is a broad phylogenetic signal to virulence, but it is also highly likely that the explanatory 2 3 4 power represents a proxy for many other phylogenetically-conserved viral traits that are 2 3 5 challenging to implement in comparative analyses of this scale, such as variation at the 2 3 6 proteomic, transcriptomic or genomic level; or further data beyond simple categorisations, e.g. specific arthropod vector species. Untangling these sources of variation from different scales 2 3 8 of traits will be a critical next step in predictive modelling of viral virulence. We acknowledge several limitations to the quality of our data, as with any broad comparative 2 4 2 13 analysis. Risk factor data was problematic or missing for certain viruses, e.g. natural and 4 were carried out only when fatality or tropism data respectively were not already found virus species. Therefore, virulence was rated using a simple two-category measure of severity data was available (159/214 viruses including those with zero CFR), otherwise, we rated AIDS, hantavirus pulmonary syndrome, HTLV-associated myelopathy) or were explicitly 3 2 2 described as "severe" or "causing severe disease" (S1 Table, S2 Table) . We rated viruses as 3 2 3 'nonsevere' if none of these conditions were met. Note that this led to 'nonsevere' ratings for 3 2 4 some viruses with clinically severe, but rare syndromes, e.g. Dengue virus can cause 3 2 5 haemorrhagic dengue fever, though this is much rarer than typical acute dengue fever 3 2 6
[41,42]. To address this, data were also collected on whether the virus has caused fatalities in having co-morbidities, or otherwise cited as being 'at-risk' by sources for specific viruses) and in healthy adults, and whether any 'nonsevere' virus has atypically severe strains (for disease; however, poliovirus, which causes severe paralytic disease, is also classified under 3 3 2 this species). These were examined both individually and within a composite six-rank system 3 3 3 (S5 Table) . accept generalised symptoms such as inflammation. However, many human viruses were 3 4 8 isolated from blood with no further evidence of any specific tissue tropisms (n = 69). Therefore, we also included an additional 'viraemia' category in this variable to indicate only 3 5 0 blood presence was known. Binary variables were also constructed denoting whether viruses were ever known to utilise a) more than one transmission route/tissue tropism, and b) each reproductive, sensory, skin, muscular and endocrine tropism). Human-to-human transmissibility was specified using infectivity/transmissibility levels, based Binary variables were also sourced as to whether infection was known within a) humans only, taxonomy was included in analyses by specifying both genome type and taxonomic family as for model evaluation at an approximate 75:25 ratio using stratified random sampling based on families (p = 0.991) and virulence ratings (p > 0.999) between training and test data. Comparative risk factor analyses were firstly carried out by constructing a classification tree learning models that aim to optimally classify data points into their correct category of the tree was pruned back to the optimal branching size, taken as most common consensus 3 8 9 size over 1000 repeats of 10-fold cross-validation. To validate the predictive power of the 3 9 0 classification tree, predictions of virulence rating were generated when applied to the test set. Tree accuracy was then calculated comparing the proportion of correct predictions compared 3 9 2
to literature-assigned ratings (assuming these to be 100% accurate as the 'gold standard' or 3 9 3 'ground truth'). As virulence ratings were imbalanced (i.e. only a minority of viruses cause 3 9 4 severe disease, so correct nonsevere classifications are likely to be achieved by chance), evaluated using the test set as for the classification tree and receiver operating characteristic Due to their high structuring, random forest models cannot give a simple parametric predictor 4 1 6 effect size and direction (e.g., an odds ratio). Instead, potential virulence risk factors were 4 1 7 evaluated using two metrics: variable importance and partial dependence. Variable importance is calculated as the mean decrease in Gini impurity following tree splits on the 4 1 9
predictor and can be considered as how informative the risk factor was towards correctly 4 2 0 predicting virulence. Partial dependence is calculated as the mean relative change in log- reflect any complex risk factor interactions. Therefore, to test hypotheses regarding virulence 4 2 5 risk factors, we present both random forest partial dependences and the less robust but more 4 2 6 accessible single classification tree for its ease of interpretation in risk factor structure, and viruses.
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Final classification tree structure predicting virulence. Viruses begin at the top and are 
